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The Changing IT World
• Looking back at IT – are things today different to the way they used to be?
• Testing (still) needs to move
with the times…
• Face the latest challenges
• Continue to deliver value
• Have a relevant skill set
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Its time to think about the
“Next Generation” (NG) Tester
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This presentation…
• Considers some of the key factors that influence businesses today.
• Looks at some of IT’s response to these influences.
• Considers the competencies now needed.
• Suggests a professional development framework which is in tune with
those competencies.
• …is not an ISTQB presentation.
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Business demands
• Deal with increasing amounts of data and complexity
• Rise to the challenge of Industry 4.0
• Shorter delivery cycles
• Cost effectiveness
• Flexibility
• Ability to rapidly change (agility)
Quality?
Yes, but not at the expense of these other objectives
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IT: meeting business demands with new tech. solutions
There are many new technology solutions to business demands,

… but some stand out
CD

Increasing levels of device connectivity

AI

Artificial Intelligence

BD

Big Data

Digitalization of industry with the Internet of Things (IoT)
Mobile applications
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IT: meeting business demands in the way we work
• More collaborative ways of working
• Agile
• DevOps

• Increased levels of automation

• Continuous integration
• Integrated Test Automation Frameworks
• Modelling for test automation (MBT)

• Stronger engineering approach
• Design Engineering for IoT
• Usability Engineering
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The impact this has on testing
• Ability to deal with increasing complexity
• More specialized
• More collaborative
• More intelligent
• Stronger need to think of testing in
terms of competencies
• WHAT CAN YOU DO ?
• “I can work together with developers to
design automated performance tests and
implement the required scripts”
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What does this mean for
the NG Tester?
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Let’s ask ourselves some fundamental questions
• What competencies are / will be needed for testing?
• How can we shape a “Next Generation” Tester?
• How can they plan their future careers?
• How can they help testing continue to add value?
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The NG Tester
What competencies ?
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The T-Model is a good place to start

General

Specialist
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Considering general skills

General
General skills are “must haves”
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Testing essentials: they are still important!
The NG Tester can
• practice the essentials of testing
in order to detect defects early
In particular, this means:
• Being able to design tests using the essential techniques.
The “Big 5” (EP, BVA, DT, STT, Combinatorial)
• Being able to perform effective exploratory testing
• Being able to take on tasks in the testing process

Developers
too!
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Knowledge of system architectures
The NG Tester can
• Understand different system architectures in order to understand
testing needs.
In Particular, this means
• Being able to understand and analyse system architectures (e.g.,
web-based, micro-services, Model-View-Controller, client-server)
• Being able to discuss architectures with system designers to
identify risk areas and target testing
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Soft skills for effective communication
The NG Tester can
• Communicate effectively in collaborative teams
• Talk to stakeholders at their level
In Particular, this means
• Knowing how to communicate (methods, tools) E.g. be assertive
• Knowing how much communication is enough
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Competencies for working in test automation
• The NG Tester can
• design and implement parts of
test automation architectures
• achieve efficiencies by using tools
• In particular, this means
• having programming competencies
• being able to create test automation scripts
which are maintainable and efficient

Yes, these are
becoming core
competencies!
“Pervasive
automation”
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Competencies for working in Agile & DevOps projects
• The NG Tester can
• work effectively in Agile and DevOps projects
• In particular, this means
• Knowing where testing fits
• Using many of the general skills we associate with being a good tester
• Soft skills for collaboration
• Programming skills
For many, this is also
• Automation skills
becoming a core
competency.
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Considering specialist skills
General skills are “must haves”

Specialist skills
could be
“must haves”

<>

BD

CD

AI
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Testing Big Data (BD): The Challenges
Big Data enables organizations to extract value from the vast amount of data
available to them.
Challenges for Testing:
• A wide range of functional and non-functional quality attributes must be
considered, such as:
• Performance of data analysis to provide business with “instant” results
• Scalability of applications to enable huge volumes of data to be acquired and
integrated
• Functional correctness of analysis methods and algorithms applied to the data

• How do we ensure data currency, backup and recovery capability for an
application which business uses as a “single point of truth”
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Testing Big Data (BD): Competencies
The NG Tester:
• Can understand BD application architectures.
• Asks the right questions to a wide variety of stakeholders in order to
understand risks and what needs to be tested.
• Can conduct exploratory testing sessions with business stakeholders
so that they can evaluate the value of results provided by the BD
application.
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Testing applications with CD: Challenges
• Connected devices are involved in so many applications:
• Mobile apps
• Applications in the “Internet of Things”
• So many quality characteristics are of importance
Usability
Performance
Security
Interoperability
Accuracy
Reliability
• Forget any one of them and your application may fail!
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Testing applications with CD: Competencies
The NG Tester:
• Can apply knowledge of the relevant quality attributes to identify
principal risks associated with device connectivity
• Can determine a test strategy to mitigate those risks
• Can perform all activities needed to test quality attributes on various
devices, especially
• Usability
• Security
• Interoperability
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Testing applications with AI: Challenges
• How to design the tests
• Matching requests with the application’s available knowledge base
• Detection of underfitting (Risk: not finding a match to request)
• Detection of overfitting (Risk: too many incorrect results provided)
• What are the expected results?
• They are difficult to define (the application is continuously “learning”)
• Must be adjusted as the knowledge base grows
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Testing applications with AI: Competencies
The NG Tester:
• Can understand AI application architectures and the specific
purpose of the application
• Talk risks
• Understand what to test
• In particular,
• being able to set up different sets of data in order to identify issues
with underfitting and overfitting.
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The NG Tester’s: Key competencies
NG Tester needs
all general skills
Soft skills
General

System
Architectures

Testing essentials

Automation
Skills

Agile and
DevOps

<>

BD

CD

AI

Other Testing
specialties

Business
Domain
specialties

NG Tester needs
0 to < > specialist26skills
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Defining the big picture
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We need general competencies
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… and we need specialist competencies
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We need to define these at different levels
Essentials

Advanced

Consulting

General
Specialist

Each general or specialist competency can be defined at a particular level
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An Overall Competency Framework is needed
THE BIG PICTURE

Essentials

Advanced

Consulting

General

All general
competencies at
Essentials Level

All general
competencies at
Advanced Level

All general
competencies at
Consulting Level

Specialist

All specialist
competencies at
Essentials Level

All specialist
competencies at
Advanced Level

All specialist
competencies at
Consulting Level

Criteria for Achievement
Assessment Model
Certifications

Practical evidence

Practical assessment
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Applying the Competency Framework
1. Defining what you need from the overall framework
2. Establishing where you are
3. Filling the gaps
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Applying the Skills Framework: Defining what you need

Testing
competencies
for industry

Essentials

Advanced

General

ALL competencies

ALL competencies

ALL competencies

Specialist

ALL competencies

ALL competencies

ALL competencies

Essentials

Advanced

Competencies General
for your
organization or
project
Specialist

ALL competencies

ALL competencies

Consulting

Consulting
ALL competencies

The NG Tester is what YOU define it to be
0..N competencies

0..N competencies

Industry
organisations
(e.g. BCS, ISTQB)
define all
competencies

Your organization
or project defines
required
competencies

0..N competencies
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Applying the Skills Framework: Establish where you are
Testing as a whole

Testing
competencies
for industry

Competencies
for your
organization
or project

Essentials

Advanced

General

ALL competencies

ALL competencies

ALL competencies

Specialist

ALL competencies

ALL competencies

ALL competencies

Essentials

Advanced

Consulting

ALL competencies

ALL competencies

ALL competencies

0..N competencies

0..N competencies

0..N competencies

General

Specialist

Consulting

Criteria for Achievement + Assessment Model

Assess the
organization ,
project, new
34
hires
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Applying the Skills Framework: Filling the gaps

• Once you know what is not achieved, an individual skills improvement
plan can be set up for each individual, as necessary
• The skills improvement plan is objective, consistent and specific
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Going forward
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Key Messages for the NG Tester
• Testing competencies are becoming more varied,
• ….but our existing skills will still be useful!
• An overall competency framework would be helpful
•
•
•
•

General skills
Specialized skills
Levels of achievement
A way of evaluating achievement

• Use the framework to define the NG Tester competencies that suite your
purpose
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